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corrupted.It is well known that electrical connectors are used to connect electrical devices to one
another. Often, these connectors are used to electrically connect a circuit board to an electrical

device, such as a microphone, an electrical outlet, etc. These connectors may be used to mount an
electrical device to a wall, a ceiling, or other structure. Often, the electrical device is simply placed
on a contact support, for example, on a wall, and the electrical connector is simply mounted to the
contact support. The electrical connector often has several individual electrical contacts which are
mounted to the contact support. Often, these electrical contacts have an insulation displacement
portion with a length approximately equal to the distance between the electrical contact and the

contact support. The electrical contacts are generally inserted into electrical connectors by pushing
them from the top of the electrical connector into a receiving cavity. The electrical connector

contacts are either bent over or crimped to provide secure mechanical and electrical connections.
When these electrical connectors are used to mount a microphone to a contact support, the
microphone is usually mounted directly to the electrical contact. However, various mounting
techniques have been developed that enable the microphone to be mounted on the electrical
connector first, and then mounted to the contact support. For example, it is known to use a

mounting bracket to attach the microphone directly to a contact support. However, these mounting
brackets are complex and expensive. Additionally, depending upon the particular microphone, it may

be desirable to adjust the microphone's tilt or angle with respect to the contact support. This often
requires the microphone be tilted or angled with respect to the contact support. It is also known to

mount the microphone to a mounting plate. The mounting plate may be mounted to a contact
support. However, the mounting plate is often designed for a particular microphone such that it may
not be easy or convenient to interchange different microphone types. It is also known to mount the
microphone to a mounting rail. A mounting rail is attached to a contact support. The mounting rail
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may be fastened to the contact support or may slide into position into the contact support. The
mounting rail may have a raised portion on which the microphone is mounted. However, the
mounting rail is normally designed for a particular microphone. Thus, the microphone may be

mounted only to the mounting rail with a minimum of motion. Additionally
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